A very strong teaching academic drawing in parallel with a very solid training to technical codes and traditionals representations in the fields of comics, illustration and animated film during the first 3 years (Diploma Bachelor Degree). Followed by two years of specialization in either Edition Multimedia (Illustration/Comics /Digital Books) or Short Film (Cartoon 2D/3D, animation) or Video Games.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Illustration
- Comics books / cartoon
- Animation Movie
- Video Game
- E-book

◆ RESEARCH
http://le-crhi.fr

◆ STRENGTHS
Internships during 2 and 6 months during the training.
A job dating at the end of studies to work immediately

◆ LOCATION
Lyon

Angoulême, région Nouvelle-Aquitaine, France

◆ French language courses
Yes

◆ Programs for international students
Yes - One-year program in Preparatory Drawing and French as a Foreign Language classes for international students. 3 240 euros (+1 500 euros for schooling fees)

◆ Programs in English
No

◆ Postal address
École Emile Cohl - 1 rue Félix Rollet - 69003 Lyon - France

http://www.cohl.fr